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1 Introduction

The future of the blockchain ecosystem is multi-chain. We are at the cusp of
a Cambrian explosion of multi-chain transactional activity. Market forces are
driving a centralized ecosystem to a decentralized one. To date, BitCoin and
Ethereum make up > 60% of the market. At the same time, the two blockchains
average around 15 transactions per second. The two pieces of software are also
notorious for their slow release cadences. These factors have led to a torrent of
innovation in the form of Layer 1 and 2 chains. However, this wave of invention
has challenges.

The growing internet of blockchains requires practical communication tools
for liquidity routing. Furthermore, emerging chains are not accessible to the
vast majority of the community. This inaccessibility creates significant market
friction in the form of price delay. Price delay measures the speed the market
reacts to information[23]. While price delay is in decline in cryptocurrency[25],
certain driving factors remain. In particular, there is a clear correlation between
price delay and liquidity.

The chain-to-chain communication problem is of massive economic impor-
tance. Billions of dollars worth of cryptocurrency are locked in cross-chain cus-
todial contracts[37]. Industry interest has led to extensive research with many
remaining open questions[29].

Golden Gate is a novel Layer 0 that solves the interchain communication
problem. It allows for cross-chain orchestration via smart contracts. It uses zk-
SNARKs for efficient cross-chain synchronization and communication with other
chains through industry-standard messaging protocols. Golden Gate leads the
industry by bringing formal methods from aerospace to the blockchain. Finally,
Golden Gate scales as a relay chain and prioritizes peering with other relay
chains.

2 Communication Protocols

2.1 Overview

There are four mechanisms for communication used by Golden Gate and its
connected smart contracts.

1. Incentivized Message Delivery Protocol (IMDP)

2. The LayerZero Protocol

3. Cross-Consensus Message Passing (XCMP)

4. Interblockchain Communication Protocol (IBC)

The mechanisms differ in implementation prerequisites, guarantees provided,
and gas pricing. Golden Gate supports many connections via different mecha-
nisms to a specific external chain.
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2.2 Incentivized Message Delivery Protocol

Golden Gate uses a novel Incentivized Message Delivery Protocol (IMDP) for
efficient cross-chain communication. IMDP uses a network of couriers to deliver
messages. Any computer may run a courier node. Courier nodes run Golden
Gate light clients. Courier nodes pay gas fees for communicating messages from
Golden Gate. In exchange, they earn rewards through fees paid by users. While
validators could run courier nodes if they wished, the blockchain and courier
network are designed to be distinct and decentralized.

The lifecycle of a message demonstrates the role of the different Golden Gate
components play. We depict this lifecycle in Figure 1.

User Courier

1. sendMessage

2. SentMessage

3. Signature

4. deliverMessage

5. ReceivedMessage

6. Receipt

7. collectReward

Figure 1: Lifecycle of a User’s call to Golden Gate’s smart contracts

1. To start, a User sends a message by invoking the sendMessage method on
a designated smart contract on blockchain (note that is distinct from
Golden Gate ). The User specifies a destination chain and address
when they submit a message. In this case, the destination chain is denoted
by . The User deposits a reward to be collected in Step 7.

2. Next, detects the user’s message via a light client for , listening for
an SentMessage event. Golden Gate follows each of the blockchains in its
network via a separate light client.

3. generates a signature for the Users’ message through MPC protocol.
Golden Gate’s blockchain keeps a permanent record of the signed messages
for retrieval. It puts a signature on an event stream. A Courier picks up
the Signature on Golden Gate’s event stream.

4. The Courier delivers the signed message to the destination chain by calling
deliverMessage on .
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5. detects a ReceivedMessage event from using its light client.

6. 2
3 rds of the validators for sign a Receipt and put it on ’s event
stream. The Receipt is detected by the Courier.

7. The courier returns the receipt to the origin chain by calling collectReward
to claim the reward the user deposited in Step 1.

2.3 LayerZero Protocol

LayerZero[27, 46] is a recent emerging communication protocol intended to work
across multiple blockchains. The protocol involves two actors: oracles and
relayers. In the context of Golden Gate, the blockchain serves as a decentralized
oracle. Oracles forward block headers from one chain to another. Relayers
communicate Merkle proofs of events that are checked using headers notarized
by the oracles. The courier network serves as the relayer network. Because
Golden Gate controls its virtual machine, as discussed in §4, decentralized oracle
support is accessible to all users.

Golden Gate extends the LayerZero protocol in two ways while maintain-
ing backward compatibility. In addition to block headers, Golden Gate also
notarizes:

• Contract States

• Emitted Events

By notarizing this other state beyond just notarizing block headers, Golden
Gate improves LayerZero’s inter-chain communication efficiency.

As in §2.2, we demonstrate the workflow of Golden Gate’s LayerZero protocol
below and depict how message flow in Figure 2.

1. Golden Gate monitors continuously, listening for epoch update events.
These occur when the blockchain rotates validators. This way is
always up-to-date on the current set of validators.

2. The User transacts with some smart contract on , which emits an event
TransactionEvent.

3. The Courier network (acting as a LayerZero relay) listens to for a
TransactionEvent.

4. The Courier network then requests for the block, contract data, and an
associated Merkle proof from for the smart contract.

5. The blockchain responds with the requested data.

6. The Courier network uses the data from and makes an RPC call requestSigs
to . The payload of the RPC call contains the necessary data to pro-
duce a cryptographic validation of the smart-contract state.
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User Courier

1. epoch update

2. transaction

3. TransactionEvent

4. getBlockByNumber/getProof

5. data

6. requestSigs

7. Signature

8. forwardSigs

Figure 2: Golden Gate’s LayerZero workflow

7. Golden Gate processes the block signatures and Merkle proofs. It then
signs the data and responds to the Courier with a Signature.

8. The Courier network sends a forwardSigs smart contract call to , com-
pleting the cross-chain interaction.

LayerZero complements IMDP. While IMDP permits a smart contract to
communicate state across blockchains, LayerZero allows a smart contract to
receive notifications from another contract, even when that state is not being
sent directly.

2.4 IBC Protocol

The Inter-Blockchain Communication Protocol [19] (IBC) designed to facilitate
communication of sovereign replicated ledgers that share only a minimum req-
uisite common interface. IBC handles authentication, transport, and ordering
of opaque data packets relayed between modules on separate ledgers can be run
on solo machines, replicated by many nodes running a consensus algorithm, or
constructed by any process whose state can be verified. The protocol is defined
between modules on two ledgers, but designed for safe simultaneous use be-
tween any number of modules on any number of ledgers connected in arbitrary
topologies. IBC requires certain functionalities and properties of the underlying
ledger. It requires finality signatures, cheaply-verifiable consensus transcripts,
and a simple key/value store. On the network side, IBC requires only even-
tual data delivery — no authentication, synchrony, or ordering properties are
assumed.
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While IBC may be implemented on any blockchain with smart contracts[24],
in practice the gas costs are too high. This is because IBC-supporting blockchains
such as Cosmos use Ed25519 signatures1. Ethereum does not have a precompiled
contract for checking these signatures[31]. As a consequence, it costs 500,0000
gas to check an Ed25519 signature, and millions to run a light client.

Golden Gate includes IBC support via the IBC substrate palette[42]. Golden
Gate parachains can also opt into IBC support via the same palette.

IBC does not provide specific protocol-level provisions for compute-level or
economic-level flow control. The Courier network is expected to have compute
throughput limiting and flow control mechanisms of their own such as gas mar-
kets.

We demonstrate the workflow of Golden Gate’s IBC protocol below and
depict how messages flow in Figure 3.

User Courier

1. transaction

2. relayPacket

3. recvPacket

4. relayAck

5. onAcknowledgePacket

Figure 3: Golden Gate’s IBC workflow

1. To start, the User makes a transaction calling a designated smart con-
tract on , which emits an event relayPacket. saves all infor-
mation about the connection, channel and message. The User specifies
a destination chain and address when they submit a transaction. In this
case the destination chain is denoted by .

2. The Courier listens to for a relayPacket event.

3. The Courier sends message to a designated smart contract on invoking
a recvPacket event.

4. Smart contract on relays an acknowledgement to the Courier using a
relayAck method.

5. The Courier2 sends an acknowledgment to calling an event onAcknowledgePacket
on a designated smart contract.

1Golden Gate also uses this signature scheme and others, see Appendix A.1.
2note: in this step the Courier may have changed and the protocol would still function

properly.
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2.5 XCMP Protocol

Golden Gate supports the Cross-Consensus Message Passing (XCMP) proto-
col. XCMP is a protocol designed by the Web3 Foundation for communication
between parachains[16, 45]. The implementation of XCMP relies on a shared
relay chain between the communicating chains. Given this restriction, XCMP
guarantees trusted and ordered delivery as long as the receiving chain keeps pro-
ducing blocks. Furthermore, it enables shared code execution across blockchains
via Shared Protected Runtime Execution Enclaves (SPREE). SPREE allows
parachains to use shared code and enforce that they execute this piece of code
and no other. In particular, using a SPREE module would allow for asset tele-
portation. In this scheme, a token is burned and minted on two different chains
simultaneously, relying on the shared execution environment to mediate the
computation.

For usage in Golden Gate, however, the requirement of having a shared relay
chain restricts the usage of XCMP to parachains within the Golden Gate ecosys-
tem. IBC or Incentivized message delivery protocol connections are needed to
communicate with blockchains not connected to Golden Gate’s relay chain.

3 Scalability

Golden Gate uses a Substrate[41] based relay chain architecture to future-proof
its scalability. Blockchains frequently suffer scaling issues as traffic increases.
There are several approaches to tackling this problem. A relay chain is a
blockchain that secures other associated blockchains, referred to as parachains.
The parachains operate independently. Compared to the main chain, parachains
may run at high speed. When traffic becomes excessive, validators can launch
a new parachain to reduce congestion.

Golden Gate aims to bridge to as many other relay chains as possible. This
is a rejection of the “principle of the minimum number of relay chains”[33],
which threatens to create walled gardens of blockchain that refuse to peer3.
Relay chains have first-class support for bridging to other relay chains. Bridging
in this fashion allows for efficient parachain-to-parachain intercommunication.
Communication may occur even across separate relay-chain networks. Golden
Gate’s open policy maximizes its reach as a blockchain interoperability platform.

4 Virtual Machine

Golden Gate differs from other Layer 0 protocols4 by having an environment
for running programs.

3Some readers may be surprised to learn that ISPs refusing to connect is a problem for
the traditional internet, even at the time of this writing. Cogent (AS174) and Hurricane
Electric (AS6939) do not peer with one another over IPv6. An interested reader can visit
the ISPs’ looking glass sites and attempt to ping (using IPv6) the other to confirm. See
https://www.cogentco.com/en/looking-glass and http://lg.he.net/ respectively.

4For instance, Axelar[4, 3] lacks a programmable virtual machine.
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Golden Gate supports the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), WebAssem-
bly (WASM), and native zero-knowledge verification. EVM support means that
developers can write in either Solidity or Vyper. On the other hand, WASM
support allows authors to write in Rust or any language that compiles to We-
bAssembly. Golden Gate accomplishes this by using AStar’s XVM pallet[2].

Golden Gate supports multiple VM environments for better-decentralized
finance software. For example, suppose a Decentralized Autonomous Organiza-
tion (DAO) wanted to air-drop a token with an exponential vesting schedule.
The DAO would have 50% of the token vested in 2 years, 75% in 4 years, etc. Be-
cause blockchain VMs do not support floating-point, these calculations require
fixed-point arithmetic. While a fixed-point library exists in Solidity for use with
the EVM[44], Rust has higher-quality libraries for fixed-point arithmetic[38]. In
other circumstances, EVM support is preferable.

Native zero-knowledge verification means authors may write zero-knowledge
programs with efficient on-chain support. Expensive gas costs for zero-knowledge
verification present a barrier to widespread zero-knowledge adoption. For in-
stance, verifying a zkSNARK for a batch of Ed25519 signatures on Ethereum
costs 300K gas[18]. Golden Gate’s solution is to provide zero-knowledge veri-
fication precompiles. It provides EVM-based precompiles for Groth16[21] and
Plonk[17] proof systems. Both precompiles take the following inputs as bytes:

1. verification_key: the key used for verifying the correctness of the zk-
SNARK proof

2. proof: the zero-knowledge proof, which encodes any private inputs

3. public_inputs: an ELN-encoded list of public inputs used by the proof

Aside from basic capabilities, the Golden Gate VM provides block headers
of other blockchains for proving data availability. Golden Gate accomplishes
this by running light clients to other blockchains. This functionality is part of
Golden Gate’s support for the LayerZero protocol, as discussed in §2.3.

5 Security

5.1 Secure Proof of Stake Strategy

Golden Gate is a Proof of Stake (PoS) platform. In proof of stake, validators
deposit tokens and earn rewards for running consensus. Anyone may delegate
their stake to validators and also earn rewards.

Golden Gate will run Permissioned Proof of Stake (PPoS) to start as a
security measure. PPoS only allows specific validators to operate the network.
Additionally, PPoS weights all nodes the same for the purposes of consensus.
For a node to join the network, they need greater than 2

3 rds of the validators to
grant them permission. Golden Gate employs PPoS to ensure the distribution
of validators is worldwide. It also provides security against a network takeover.
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In particular, it protects against an economic adversary as well as physical
coercion.

Once achieving economic security and decentralization, Golden Gate will
transition to Nominated Proof of Stake (NPoS). In contrast to PPoS, in NPoS
users approve which validators they would delegate to. Golden Gate is the first
chain to implement the Phragmms[14] algorithm, which balances delegated stake
evenly given delegator approvals. Prior to achieving the two safety goals, the
blockchain will stage perspective validators. After meeting the two objectives,
the perspective validators will become the actual validators.

Economic security requires users to stake most of the total supply. If an
adversary gains control of 2

3 rds of the stake, they can compromise the network.
Such an event could result in the loss of user data or funds. Requiring a lock-up
of most of the tokens stops such bad actors.

Decentralization requires an even distribution of stake across the nodes. The
network is fragile if only a handful of nodes control 2

3 rds of the stake. The
Nakamoto Coefficient [39] is the minimal number of nodes controlling 2

3 rds of
the stake. Golden Gate requires a high Nakamoto Coefficient to transition to
PoS. As discussed, the Phragmms weight balancing rule helps to achieve this goal.
In this weight balancing system, users delegate to multiple potential validators.

The Phragmms algorithm takes user’s delegations and

1. maximizes the total amount at stake,

2. maximizes the stake behind the minimally staked validator, and finally

3. minimizes the variance of the stake across all validators.

Phragmms outputs a representative committee that is provably within a factor
of 3.15 of the theoretical optimal given by equation (1).

Below we give a formal presentation of Phragmms following [14]. First, we
assume two finite sets of V voters and C candidates. Further, each voter ap-
proves of a set of candidates, given by a function α : V → 2C . Each voter also
has a weight given by s : V → N. Assume there are k validator seats. Our goal
is to elect a committee A ⊆ C such that |A| = k and A maximizes the minimal
subcommittee of potentially Byzantine validators. To this end we look to solve
the following optimization problem, called the maximin support objective:

max
A⊆C,|A|=k

 min
A′⊆A,A′ ̸=∅

1

|A′|
∑

v∈V :α(v)∩A′ ̸=∅

s(v)

 (1)

An equivalent formulation of the above may be given in terms of feasible
weight vectors w : V × C → R≥0. We say a weight vector w is feasible if and
only if: ∑

c∈α(v)

w(v, c) ≤ s(v) for all v ∈ V
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In addition, define the support for a weight-vector to be

suppw(c) :=
∑

v∈V :c∈α(v)

w(v, c).

By abuse of notation we may extend this to committees:

suppw(A) := min
c∈A

suppw(c).

The following result characterizes the significance of supp:

Proposition 1. For any committee A

max
feasible w

suppw(A) = min
A′⊆A,|A′|≠∅

1

|A′|
∑

v∈V :α(v)∩A′ ̸=∅

s(v)

Hence, finding the optimal committee A where |A| = k that maximizes
max

feasible w
suppw(A) is exactly the maximin support objective problem given in

(1).
As discussed, we also wish to minimize the variance of the stake behind the

validators. This concept is captured by the notion of balance.
We say a feasible w is balanced for A if, for for all feasible vectors w′:

1.
∑

c∈A suppw′(c) ≤
∑

c∈A suppw(c) and

2.
∑

c∈A supp2w′(c) ≥
∑

c∈A supp2w(c).

Proposition 2. Given committee size limit k, there exists an algorithm Bal
that finds the nearest balanced vector to a vector w with an upper bound time
complexity of Ω(log k · |{(v, c) ∈ V × C : c ∈ α(v)}|).

Next, we define a scoring system for unelected candidates. A candidate’s
score is defined as:

score(A,w, c) :=

max

t ≥ 0 :
∑

v∈V :c∈α(v)

s(v)−
∑

c∈A∩α(v)

w(v, c) ·min

{
1,

t

suppw(c)

} ≥ t


With this definition of score we may give the Phragmms algorithm, which is

the following iterative procedure:
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1. Initialize an empty committee A and zero weight vector w.

2. Repeat k times:

• Find the unelected candidate with highest score and add it
to committee A.

• Re-balance the weight vector w for the new committee A
using Bal.

3. Return A and w.

The key theorem behind Phragmms may be stated as follows:

Theorem 1. Phragmms is guaranteed to yield a committee A where max
feasible w

suppw(A)

is within a factor of 3.15 of the maximin support objective in equation (1).

Proof. See Lemma 22 in [14].

Furthermore, we assume an additional constraint that each committee A
must obey Proportional Justified Representation (PJR)[36]. A committee A ⊆
C of k members satisfies PJR if and only if, for any group V ′ ⊆ V of voters

and any integer 0 < r ≤ k we have r ≤
∣∣⋂

v∈V ′ α(v)
∣∣ and r ·

∑
v∈V s(v)

k ≤∑
v∈V ′ s(v) jointly imply r ≤

∣∣A ∩
(⋃

v∈V ′ α(v)
)∣∣. That is to say, whenever there

is a group of voters V ′ that approve of r candidates in common, and enough

aggregate voting power to give each of these candidates support
∑

v∈V s(v)

k , then
V ′ is entitled to r representatives they have approved (although perhaps not
commonly approved).

Theorem 2. Phragmms satisfies the PJR.

Proof. See Lemma 17 in [14].

5.2 SNARK-Based Smart Contract Synchronization

Golden Gate uses zero-knowledge Succinct Non-interactive ARguments of Knowl-
edge (i.e., zk-SNARKs) to improve the efficiency of its smart contracts. From
time to time, Golden Gate must update its current state on the smart contracts
it maintains. Updates require the on-chain contracts run a light client proto-
col. Running this protocol can be expensive if it needs to catch up over a long
period. Succinct zk-SNARK proofs allow a smart contract to fast-forward over
1000s of blocks.

SNARKs are used when it is cost effective to do so. While zk-SNARKs enable
Golden Gate to speed through proving many blocks, in many cases Golden Gate
only needs to process a single block. In these cases Golden Gate simply proves
each block without using a SNARK.

Furthermore, while zk-SNARKS enable efficient synchronization across many
blocks, they introduce attack vectors. Using zk-SNARKs for state synchroniza-
tion has at least four security issues:
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1. Many implementations have suffered at least one zero-day vulnerabil-
ity[30]. These critical vulnerabilities allow attackers to bypass security
entirely.

2. Some implementations of zk-SNARKs use polynomial “gadgets”. Rather
than using a high-level specification language, these implementations ma-
nipulate the underlying mathematics directly. Without a high-level spec,
auditing is difficult.

3. GROTH16[21] based zk-SNARK systems need trusted setup.

4. zk-SNARKs are only secure up to a parameter λ[32].

Golden Gate solves the zk-SNARK security problems and balances gas costs
by limiting the state transition space and having an efficient simple backup syn-
chronization system. Our smart contracts have higher trust requirements than
zero-knowledge proofs alone. We include an additional security assumption: we
assume greater than 1

3 rd of the validators remain constant before and after the
duration the proof covers. When this cannot be satisfied or is not efficient,
we check for 2

3 rds of the signatures to update across one iteration of validator
rotation.

The protocol used by our smart contracts is as follows. First, we have the
following state in our smart contract:

1 uint64 _epoch; // # of validator rotations to date

2 uint64 _expiry; // Next time that validators will be rotated

3 address [] _validators; // Validator addresses

4 bytes _zkProvingKey; // Proving key for the zero -knowledge proof

system

The smart-contract light client takes a new chain state (i.e., new values
⟨epoch, expiry, validators⟩), a proof, and an array of signatures of the input
by validators specified by index. We represent the signatures by an array of
structs SignaturePair[].

1 struct SignaturePair {

2 uint32 validatorIndex;

3 bytes32 signature;

4 }

When updating the state using zero-knowledge proofs, we have the following
protocol:

1 Assert it is past the time when the validators must be rotated

2 Assert the next time to rotate the validators is in the future

3 Assert that the epoch number has advanced forward

4 Assert that 1
3 rd of the validators did not change

5 Validate the signatures of all the input arguments and assert that all of
the signers are unique
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6 Validate the zero-knowledge proof

7 Update the smart-contract state

We implement this protocol in the zkUpdateLightClient function in Listing
1.

1 function zkUpdateLightClient(

2 uint64 newEpoch ,

3 uint64 newExpiry ,

4 address [] calldata newValidators ,

5 bytes calldata zkProof ,

6 SignaturePair [] calldata signatures

7 ) external {

8 require(block.timestamp > _expiry); // 1

9 require(newExpiry > block.timestamp); // 2

10 require(newEpoch > _epoch); // 3

11

12 // 4

13 require (3 * signatures.length > _validators.length);

14 require (3 * signatures.length > newValidators.length);

15

16 // 4 & 5

17 validateSignatures(

18 newEpoch ,

19 newExpiry ,

20 newValidators ,

21 zkProof ,

22 signatures

23 );

24

25 // 6

26 validateZkProof(

27 newEpoch ,

28 newExpiry ,

29 newValidators ,

30 zkProof

31 );

32

33 // 7

34 _epoch = newEpoch;

35 _expiry = newExpiry;

36 _validators = newValidators;

37 }

Listing 1: Routine for updating light client state using zero-knowledge proofs

The zkUpdateLightClient function calls validateSignatures as a sub-
routine. We give an implementation of validateSignatures in Listing 2. This
function checks that all the signatures are valid. It also checks that the signers
are unique and did not change during the update. We assert that the signers
are unique by requiring validator indices to be increasing. While we could use a
threshold signature scheme here, our approach is more efficient. The efficiency
of our approach comes from using the EVM’s built-in ecrecover precompiled
contract, which requires less gas.
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1 function validateSignatures(

2 uint64 newEpoch ,

3 uint64 newExpiry ,

4 address [] memory newValidators ,

5 bytes memory zkProof ,

6 SignaturePair [] memory signatures

7 ) private view {

8 bytes32 hashedData = keccak256(

9 abi.encode(

10 newEpoch ,

11 newExpiry ,

12 newValidators ,

13 zkProof

14 )

15 );

16 uint32 previousValidatorIndex;

17 for (uint32 i = 0; i < signatures.length; i++) {

18 uint32 validatorIndex = signatures[i]. validatorIndex;

19 // Ensure validators are all distinct

20 require(i == 0 || validatorIndex > previousValidatorIndex);

21 previousValidatorIndex = validatorIndex;

22 // Ensure that validators did not rotate out

23 address validatorAddress = _validators[validatorIndex ];

24 require(validatorAddress == newValidators[validatorIndex ]);

25 // Ensure signature is correct

26 checkSignature(

27 validatorAddress ,

28 signatures[i].signature ,

29 hashedData

30 );

31 }

32 }

Listing 2: Validation subroutine for checking signatures and ensuring they are
unique and did not rotate out

As discussed, our implementation of checkSignature wraps ecrecover. We
present this in Listing 3.
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1 function splitSignature(bytes memory signature)

2 private

3 pure

4 returns (

5 bytes32 r,

6 bytes32 s,

7 uint8 v

8 )

9 {

10 require(signature.length == 65, "invalid signature length");

11

12 assembly {

13 // First 32 bytes after the length prefix

14 r := mload(add(signature , 32))

15 // Second 32 bytes

16 s := mload(add(signature , 64))

17 // Final byte (first byte of the next 32 bytes)

18 v := byte(0, mload(add(signature , 96)))

19 }

20

21 // implicitly return (r, s, v)

22 }

23

24 function checkSignature(

25 address validatorAddress ,

26 bytes memory signature ,

27 bytes32 hashedData

28 ) private pure {

29 (bytes32 r, bytes32 s, uint8 v) = splitSignature(signature);

30 require(ecrecover(hashedData , v, r, s) == validatorAddress);

31 }

Listing 3: Code for checking a signature, represented as raw bytes

If 1
3 rd of the stake is not constant, or zero-knowledge proofs are not efficient,

we have the following backup protocol for updating a single state transition of
the validator set:

1 Assert it is past the time when the validators must be rotated

2 Assert the next time to rotate the validators is in the future

3 Assert that the epoch number has incremented by one

4 Assert that at least 2
3 rds of the validators signed the state transition

5 Validate the signatures of all the input arguments

6 Update the smart-contract state

We implement this protocol in the singleStepUpdateLightClient function
in Listing 4.
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1 function singleStepUpdateLightClient(

2 uint64 newEpoch ,

3 uint64 newExpiry ,

4 address [] memory newValidators ,

5 SignaturePair [] memory signatures

6 ) external {

7 require(block.timestamp > _expiry); // 1

8 require(newExpiry > block.timestamp); // 2

9 require(newEpoch == _epoch + 1); // 3

10

11 // 4

12 require (3 * signatures.length >= 2 * _validators.length);

13

14 // 5

15 singleStepValidateSignatures(

16 newEpoch ,

17 newExpiry ,

18 newValidators ,

19 signatures

20 );

21

22 // 6

23 _epoch = newEpoch;

24 _expiry = newExpiry;

25 _validators = newValidators;

26 }

27

28 function singleStepValidateSignatures(

29 uint64 newEpoch ,

30 uint64 newExpiry ,

31 address [] memory newValidators ,

32 SignaturePair [] memory signatures

33 ) private view {

34 bytes32 hashedData = keccak256(

35 abi.encode(newEpoch , newExpiry , newValidators)

36 );

37 uint32 previousValidatorIndex;

38 for (uint32 i = 0; i < signatures.length; i++) {

39 uint32 validatorIndex = signatures[i]. validatorIndex;

40 // Ensure validators are all distinct

41 require(i == 0 || validatorIndex > previousValidatorIndex);

42 previousValidatorIndex = validatorIndex;

43 // Ensure signature is correct

44 checkSignature(

45 _validators[validatorIndex],

46 signatures[i].signature ,

47 hashedData

48 );

49 }

50 }

Listing 4: Validation routine for a single step of the light client

We demand 2
3 rds of the validator signatures to achieve the highest level of

security. Golden Gate uses consensus modeled after Miguel Castro’s Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)[12]. PBFT-based consensus requires more
than 2

3 rds of the nodes to be live, meaning they are online. It also requires that
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2
3 rds of the nodes are not faulty, although they may not all be online. These
assumptions mean we know that 2

3 rds of the signatures must always be available,
and at least half of those nodes are not faulty. Technically, any numbers of nodes
greater than 1

3 rd of signatures would guarantee at least one non-faulty node.
Given the security assumptions, however, requiring the more conservative 2

3 rds
quantity is permitted.

Our added security follows from consensus security assumptions. PBFT-
based consensus tolerates up to 1

3 rd of the validators being faulty or malicious.
If more than 1

3 rd are faulty, the network will fail to make new blocks. So if
greater than 1

3 rd of validators sign something, then at least one signer must not
be faulty. For a technical specification of Golden Gate’s consensus model, see
Appendix A.8.

Smart contracts updates follow a SNARK-based ultralight client design. The
Plumo whitepaper[43] introduced the first ultralight client. The design uses
succinct proofs to catch up to the latest block. It does this by collapsing the
processing at the end of each epoch. An epoch is a period where the validator
set remains constant. At the end of the epoch, a designated block specifies the
new validator set. Ultralight clients batch process these epoch-ending blocks
into a SNARK. Golden Gate’s smart contracts then use this SNARK to process
100s of blocks simultaneously.

It is important to note that Golden Gate’s approach differs from Plumo’s in
three key ways.

First, Golden Gate does not use trusted setups. Golden Gate bases its ultra-
light client on the Nova[26] zk-SNARK protocol for Incremental Verifiable Com-
putation (IVC). Significantly, Nova does not use a trusted setup. By compari-
son, Plumo is GROTH16-based, requiring a “powers of τ” crypto-ceremony[8].
Nova’s IVC uses a folding scheme, which chains the output of one zero-knowledge
proof into the next. When the process completes, it outputs a single succinct
proof. Besides not needing a trusted setup, Nova’s folding scheme results in
much faster proving times. Figure 4 depicts Nova’s folding scheme.

<latexit sha1_base64="ZPk5ewCi1fFEqnWR5DLY1kQuc/U=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahvZSkiHosevFYwX5AE8tmu2mXbjZhd6OU0P/hxYMiXv0v3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbm+TFnStv2t1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHHRUlktA2iXgkez5WlDNB25ppTnuxpDj0Oe36k5vM7z5SqVgk7vU0pl6IR4IFjGBtpIeqWxVuDSlNY1UrDcoVu27PgVaJk5MK5GgNyl/uMCJJSIUmHCvVd+xYeymWmhFOZyU3UTTGZIJHtG+owCFVXjq/eobOjDJEQSRNCY3m6u+JFIdKTUPfdIZYj9Wyl4n/ef1EB1deykScaCrIYlGQcKQjlEWAhkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE22CykJwll9eJZ1G3bmon981Ks3rPI4inMApVMGBS2jCLbSgDQQkPMMrvFlP1ov1bn0sWgtWPnMMf2B9/gBv/JEu</latexit>

(n steps)
<latexit sha1_base64="pstKAIT50bu5IiVjJCih2/EzcFA=">AAACJXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwY5kpoi5cFLtxWdE+oDOUTHrbhmYyQ5IRytCfceOvuHFhEcGVv2LajqCtBwKHc84l954g5kxpx/m0ciura+sb+U17a3tnd6+wf9BQUSIp1GnEI9kKiALOBNQ10xxasQQSBhyawbA69ZuPIBWLxIMexeCHpC9Yj1GijdQpXHsB9JlIKQgNcmxXmaRRiOtcS8JZf6DPPM+ucmZsfK8htj0Q3Z90p1B0Ss4MeJm4GSmiDLVOYeJ1I5qEZpxyolTbdWLtp0RqRjmMbS9REBM6JH1oGypICMpPZ1eO8YlRurgXSfPMNjP190RKQqVGYWCSIdEDtehNxf+8dqJ7V37KRJxoEHT+US/hWEd4WhnuMglU85EhhEpmdsV0QCShpgNlmxLcxZOXSaNcci9K53flYuUmqyOPjtAxOkUuukQVdItqqI4oekIv6A1NrGfr1Xq3PubRnJXNHKI/sL6+ASkEpas=</latexit>Circom Ultralight-

Client Step

<latexit sha1_base64="rFlc03T0EYSPgJdOndM1p8w+r/M=">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</latexit>

Next Epoch State &
Signatures

<latexit sha1_base64="pstKAIT50bu5IiVjJCih2/EzcFA=">AAACJXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwY5kpoi5cFLtxWdE+oDOUTHrbhmYyQ5IRytCfceOvuHFhEcGVv2LajqCtBwKHc84l954g5kxpx/m0ciura+sb+U17a3tnd6+wf9BQUSIp1GnEI9kKiALOBNQ10xxasQQSBhyawbA69ZuPIBWLxIMexeCHpC9Yj1GijdQpXHsB9JlIKQgNcmxXmaRRiOtcS8JZf6DPPM+ucmZsfK8htj0Q3Z90p1B0Ss4MeJm4GSmiDLVOYeJ1I5qEZpxyolTbdWLtp0RqRjmMbS9REBM6JH1oGypICMpPZ1eO8YlRurgXSfPMNjP190RKQqVGYWCSIdEDtehNxf+8dqJ7V37KRJxoEHT+US/hWEd4WhnuMglU85EhhEpmdsV0QCShpgNlmxLcxZOXSaNcci9K53flYuUmqyOPjtAxOkUuukQVdItqqI4oekIv6A1NrGfr1Xq3PubRnJXNHKI/sL6+ASkEpas=</latexit>Circom Ultralight-
Client Step

<latexit sha1_base64="rFlc03T0EYSPgJdOndM1p8w+r/M=">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</latexit>

Next Epoch State &
Signatures

<latexit sha1_base64="pstKAIT50bu5IiVjJCih2/EzcFA=">AAACJXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwY5kpoi5cFLtxWdE+oDOUTHrbhmYyQ5IRytCfceOvuHFhEcGVv2LajqCtBwKHc84l954g5kxpx/m0ciura+sb+U17a3tnd6+wf9BQUSIp1GnEI9kKiALOBNQ10xxasQQSBhyawbA69ZuPIBWLxIMexeCHpC9Yj1GijdQpXHsB9JlIKQgNcmxXmaRRiOtcS8JZf6DPPM+ucmZsfK8htj0Q3Z90p1B0Ss4MeJm4GSmiDLVOYeJ1I5qEZpxyolTbdWLtp0RqRjmMbS9REBM6JH1oGypICMpPZ1eO8YlRurgXSfPMNjP190RKQqVGYWCSIdEDtehNxf+8dqJ7V37KRJxoEHT+US/hWEd4WhnuMglU85EhhEpmdsV0QCShpgNlmxLcxZOXSaNcci9K53flYuUmqyOPjtAxOkUuukQVdItqqI4oekIv6A1NrGfr1Xq3PubRnJXNHKI/sL6+ASkEpas=</latexit>Circom Ultralight-
Client Step

<latexit sha1_base64="rFlc03T0EYSPgJdOndM1p8w+r/M=">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</latexit>

Next Epoch State &
Signatures

<latexit sha1_base64="vLqDR43Fj4r0Wooe3Xy42h4U0ko=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+xsfOTbAIrspMEXVZLILLirYV2qFk0kwbmpkMSUaoQ/FX3LhQxK3/4c6/MdPOQlsPBA7n3JucHD/mTGnH+bYKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2jr2711IikYQ2ieBC3vtYUc4i2tRMc3ofS4pDn9O2P6pnfvuBSsVEdKfHMfVCPIhYwAjWRurZB/VEShppdBULMkS3Gmta6tllp+JMgRaJm5My5Gj07K9uX5AkNBcRjpXquE6svRRLzQink1I3UTTGZIQHtGNohEOqvHSafoKOjdJHgZDmmCBT9fdGikOlxqFvJkOsh2rey8T/vE6igwsvZVGcaBqR2UNBwpEWKKsC9ZmkRPOxIZhIZrIiMsQSE20Ky0pw57+8SFrVintWOb2plmuXeR1FOIQjOAEXzqEG19CAJhB4hGd4hTfryXqx3q2P2WjBynf24Q+szx95BJSX</latexit>Current Epoch State <latexit sha1_base64="ocdjp2r9E5VQSRUSZO2WMEdtkMk=">AAAB+nicbVBNSwMxEM36WevXVo9egkXwVHaLqMeiKB4r2g9ol5JNs21oNlmSWaXU/hQvHhTx6i/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ34HnfztLyyuraem4jv7m1vbPrFvbqRqWashpVQulmSAwTXLIacBCsmWhG4lCwRji4nPiNB6YNV/IehgkLYtKTPOKUgJU6buGaSyLwVaJoH98BAdZxi17JmwIvEj8jRZSh2nG/2l1F05hJoIIY0/K9BIIR0cCpYON8OzUsIXRAeqxlqSQxM8FoevoYH1mliyOlbUnAU/X3xIjExgzj0HbGBPpm3puI/3mtFKLzYMRlkgKTdLYoSgUGhSc54C7XjIIYWkKo5vZWTPtEEwo2rbwNwZ9/eZHUyyX/tHRyWy5WLrI4cugAHaJj5KMzVEE3qIpqiKJH9Ixe0Zvz5Lw4787HrHXJyWb20R84nz9pi5N2</latexit>Final Epoch State

Figure 4: Folding scheme for Nova’s zk-SNARK IVC

Second, Golden Gate’s ultralight client is auditable. We use the industry
standard Circom[15] specification language to author our zero-knowledge proof
systems. The implementations of Plumo do not use a specification language.
Instead, the current implementation of Plumo is the Celo[13] blockchain which
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uses polynomial gadgets. There are other benefits of using a high-level language
for zero-knowledge proofs. Golden Gate’s circom code is straightforward to unit
test. Unit tests allow the testing of code components in isolation.

Finally, Golden Gate’s ultralight client is more gas efficient than Plumo. Ver-
ifying Golden Gate’s zk-SNARKs requires less gas than Plumo because Golden
Gate uses cryptography natively supported by Ethereum. In particular, the
Plumo ultralight client uses zk-SNARKs defined over the curve BLS12-377[9].
By comparison, Golden Gate’s ultralight client uses zk-SNARKs defined over
BN256. Ethereum has precompiled contracts supporting multiplication, addi-
tion, and pairing operations for BN256[11, 34].

6 Summary

Golden Gate is a novel Layer 0 providing several value propositions.
Along with its token GGX, the utility of Golden Gate may be summarized

as follows:

1. GGX is the currency of the courier network for running cross-chain trans-
actions.

2. Golden Gate is a smart contract platform.

3. Users are rewarded with GGX for staking and securing the network.

Golden Gate solves the challenges of interchain infrastructure by bringing
new innovations to the table. These include scalability, orchestration and se-
cure zero-knowledge verification. Golden Gate sets the bar for infrastructure
solutions to follow.
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A Datasheet

A.1 Cryptographic Primitives

In Golden gate, we use the following cryptographic primitives:

• Hash Functions – Table 1

• Elliptic Curves – Tables 2 and 3

• Cryptographic Signature Protocols – Table 4

Hash function Description Usage

Blake2b[35]
High-speed hash function
optimized for 64-bit plat-
forms

All messages, blocks, and
Merkle tree states

Strobe128[22]

A hash function based on
Keccak-f(1600) that pro-
vides a hashing interface
well suited to signatures
and non-interactive zero-
knowledge proofs

Sr25519 key scheme

Poseidon[20]

A hash function that op-
timizes Rank 1 Constraint
Systems (R1CS) represen-
tation

Zero-knowledge proof pro-
tocols

Keccak256[7] Ethereum hash function Ethereum interoperability
SHA256[28] Bitcoin hash function Bitcoin interoperability

Table 1: Hash Functions
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Curve Description Usage

Curve25519[6]
Curve for Ed25519
and Sr25519 signature
schemes

Transactions signature

Secp256k1[10] Bitcoin native curve
Bitcoin and Ethereum in-
teroperability

BN256[5]
Curve with native support
in the EVM

Zero-knowledge proofs

Table 2: Elliptic Curves
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Curve Equation Finite field
Curve25519 y2 = x3 + 486662x2 + x p = (2255 − 19)

Secp256k1 y2 = x3 + 7
p = 2256 − 232 − 29 − 28 −
27 − 26 − 24 − 1

BN256 y2 = x3 + 3

p = 2188824287183927522
2246405745257275088696
3111572978236626890378
94645226208583

Table 3: Elliptic Curve Parameters

Cryptographic key Description Usage

Ed25519
EdDSA scheme using
Schnorr signatures over
Curve25519

Block finalization

Sr25519
Alternate Schnorr sig-
nature scheme over
Curve25519

Hierarchical Determin-
istic Key Derivation
(HDKD) implementation
– also used in block pro-
duction

Secp256k1
ECDSA signature scheme
over Secp256k1

Transactions and transfers
signature

Table 4: Cryptographic Signature Protocols

A.2 Account Model

A private key represents an account. The account model supports the following
private keys: Ed25519, Sr25519, and Secp256k1. In addition, Golden Gate offers
multi-signature and proxy accounts that we will discuss in depth alongside a
classic account.

The Golden Gates uses a Substrate-based SS58 format. The address consists
of two parts:

• Prefix - determines how to validate the address and shows the address
network.

• Address - address data

A.3 Account Balances

Each account consists of several balances that give the user relevant info about
his activities and token usage.
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We require the user to have at least one token to prove that the account is
active. We suspend and remove accounts with a balance of less than one token.

Each account contains different types of balance depending on account ac-
tivity:

Balance type Description

Total
Tokens in the account. The balance does not repre-
sent available funds

Transferable Tokens available for use

Vested
Tokens sent to the account. GoldenGate will re-
lease tokens after some verification time controlled
in blocks

Bonded Tokens locked for staking
Democracy Tokens locked for governance activity

Redeemable
Tokens available for unlocking. These tokens have
passed the lock period and are available for usage

Locked

Tokens frozen for on-chain activities. The locks do
not stack, so Golden Gate suspends the biggest lock.
The difference between the current lock and the next
biggest became redeemable when Golden Gate un-
locks funds

Reserved
Tokens locked and not relevant to governance, stak-
ing, or vesting

A.4 Proxy Accounts

Any account can create a proxy account with limited or full access to the main
one. The proxy account can do transactions on behalf of the creator with a
limitation or not.

This approach helps to limit transactions made by the primary account and
keeps it more secure. The primary account can remove or change the proxy if
the user cannot access it anymore. This helps to come up with more granular
security practices.

The bare lock deposit for identity consists of two constants:

• The ProxyDepositBase is the default deposit for setting up proxy ac-
counts.

• The ProxyDepositFactor is the deposit for each used proxy.

The Golden Gate will unlock funds once the user removes proxies.
Golden Gate supports the following proxy types:
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Proxy type Transaction types

Any
All. Gives all rights to the proxy account. It does not
give any security benefits, so the user should avoid it

Non-transfer All, except balance transfers and vested transfers
Governance Governance-related
Staking Staking-related

Identity judgement
Transactions for registrars to judge an account’s
identity

Auction
Transactions for participation in para-chain auctions
and crowd loans

Time-delayed

Time-delayed transactions. The proxy will announce
its intended action and wait for the number of blocks
defined in the delay before executing it. Also, it will
include the hash of the intended function call in the
announcement. The user can cancel the intended ac-
tion by primary account or cancel-proxy within this
time window

Cancel
Transactions for accounts to reject and remove any
time-delay proxy announcements

A.5 Multi-Signature Accounts

Golden Gate supports multi-signature accounts. The multi-signature account
consists of one or more addresses and the threshold. The threshold defines how
many approvals Golden Gate requires to sign a transaction.

The account should have a locked deposit to participate in the network. The
deposit consists of two constants:

• The deposit base is the deposit for the usage of a multi-sig account.

• The threshold deposit is for each approval required to sign a transaction.

A.6 Transaction Model

In Golden Gate, we call Transactions/state changes that are included into the
block extrinsic.

There are three different extrinsic transaction types:

• Signed transaction - must include the signature of an account sending it;
signed user should pay an execution fee.

• Unsigned transaction

• Inherent transaction - a particular case of unsigned transaction. The cre-
ator node is the only one that can add information to a block. Most of the
data inserted by this type of transaction are assumed to be valid without
validation.
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A.7 Block Structure

A Golden Gate block consists of a header and a body.
The block body contains a list of extrinsic transactions included in the block.
The block header contains the following data:

Field name Description
Parent hash 32-byte Blake2b hash of the parent block

Block height
An integer representing a block. The genesis block
is a 0

State root Merkle tree root hash after applied transactions
Staking Staking-related
Transaction root Cryptographic digest of the transaction series

Digest
Any chain-specific auxiliary data. It contains
consensus-related data, including the block signature

A.8 Consensus

Golden Gate is a substrate-based chain that leverages hybrid consensus. Block
production is separated from finalization to achieve fast chain growth with secure
finality. Fast block production is achieved using round robin, although Golden
Gate may switch to probabilistic block production with BABE[1] in the future.
For efficient and secure block finalization, we are using the GRANDPA[40] protocol.
The key principle behind this design is to get security guarantees level similar
to instant-finality consensus while having block production speed similar to
probabilistic safety consensus.

Estimated consensus parameters for this approach:

Parameter Value
Time to finalization 12-60s
Block production
time

6s

Block size < 5 MiB
Estimated TPS 1000
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